
REALM Project Test 4 Results
Available (Link)

REALM Project Resources (Link)

We Demand Transparency, Justice,
and Jobs Back (Link)

Nonfiction Trend: Popular Science 
Books (Link)

It's Not Impostor Syndrome:
Resisting Self-Doubt As Normal For
Library Workers (Link)

Dear Book Biz: The Devil's in the
Metadata (Link)

What It's Like To Be A Library Cat 
During the Pandemic (Link)

Hold On, eBooks Cost HOW Much?
The Inconvenient Truth About
Library eCollections (Link)

Publishers worry as ebooks fly off 
libraries' virtual shelves (Link)

Cyberfeminism Index (Link)

'This Is revolutionary': new online
bookshop united indies to rival
Amazon (Link)

PODCAST Society of American Archvists Releases Season
Four of “Archives in Context” Podcast

"In Season 4 of the Archives in Context podcast,
released August 2020, hosts Chris Burns, Ashley
Levine, Nicole Milano, and Anna Trammell interview
authors, editors, and educators who have developed
new tools and resources for implementing archival
practices that are ethical, accessible, and inclusive
and who are expanding the conversation on
leadership, preservation, and community." 
Source: InfoDocket

Listen to episodes at archivesincontext.archivists.org/

Living Our Values and Principles: Exploring
Assessment Strategies for the Scholarly
Communication Field, by Katherine Skinner and
Sarah Wipperman

This report from the Next Generation Library
Publishing project "explores the relationship between
today’s varied scholarly publishing service providers
and the academic values that...should guide their
work." Skinner and Wapperman also "explore ways
to structure this assessment framework both to
avoid barriers to entry and to discourage the kinds of
“gaming the system” activities that so often
accompany audits and ranking mechanisms."

Compiled by Jeanette Sewell. Please send requests for the library science collection or newsletter Items to jcs14@rice.edu
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N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 0

OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

A quarterly e-newsletter of library and information science resources

The podcast about 
archives and the 

people behind them

Archives and special collections as sites of contestation, edited by Mary
Kandiuk

"Explores the reinterpretation and resituating of archives and special collections
held by libraries, examines the development and stewardship of archives and
special collections within a social justice framework."

What we talk about when we talk about books: the history and future of
reading, by Leah Price

"In encounters with librarians, booksellers, and activists who are reinventing old
ways of reading, Price offers fresh hope to bibliophiles and literature lovers alike."
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